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Everything Firearm
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Mattoon, Il.

Or call 217-345-3344



Where can you carry a firearm off duty legally? How can you legally carry when you retire? How do
we enforce the Illinois Concealed Carry? FOID? Has it been found unconstitutional? What about
transporting it on a plane? I can tell you it is easier than you might think. Don Hays will be here to
help us sort it all out. Come to the training and walk away with a better understanding of the do’s
and don’t.



About the Course:

This presentation will deal with the law with respect to Firearms in Illinois. Both the Federal and the Illinois Firearms laws will be identified and discussed. The presentation will identify and analyze “hot topic” areas involving the Firearms issues which currently confront Illinois Law Enforcement Officers. Issues involving the constitutionality of the various Weapons statutes will be identified and discussed. The
Fourth Amendment, with respect to recent issues involving Firearms, will be identified, analyzed, and
discussed. Recent statutory changes and judicial opinions concerning Firearms will be discussed and analyzed. Discussions of specific issues involving topics such as Illinois Concealed Carry, LEOSA, IDFPR
Private Investigator cards (Firearms Control Cards), transporting a firearms legally on planes, trains and
automobiles will be conducted. Specific texts of relevant Illinois and Federal Firearms provisions will be
provided. The goal of this presentation is to offer guidance to Illinois Law Enforcement agencies in
Weapons laws and provide information and publications that will assist the agencies in performing their
duties in this area of the law.

Observed Mandates Include:

Legal Updates
Constitutional Use of Law Enforcement Authority.

